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Introduction 

On 16th May 2011 I set up a group on the business networking site, LinkedIn, to 
discuss the issues that are present within the water industry around the control and 
automation of water and wastewater treatment processes at treatment plants across 
the globe. 
 
The first few questions that the group discussed were around the adequacies of 
instrumentation and what automation and control are used for, i.e. why it exists as a 
discipline and why we need it and could it get to the point where we have completely 
automated systems that run themselves (Skynet was mentioned) or is there ever a 
case of too much automation and control. 
 
The general themes continued and examined the general tools that we have and how 
we use them and whether automation while saving time is actually costing time in the 
amount of alarms that it can generate and the maintenance that it requires and the 
vital question that was asked is what is the future and how do we get there? Is there 
a need for a standardisation in the tools? 
 
From this point on things turned to specifics within the potable and wastewater 
disciplines.  
 
On the potable side of the water business the group has looked at how 
instrumentation, automation & control can be used to guarantee not only the safety of 
our water treatment and distribution systems but the efficiency in the way that we run 
them. Specific areas such as orthophosphate dosing and chlorine analysers have 
also been discussed 
 
On the wastewater side we have looked at the specifics of activated sludge plant 
control but also more generally the development of new test techniques and how we 
can use manual tests to alter treatment plants and how these compare to techniques 
such as respirometry. The way that these techniques can be applied was also 
examined with a paper on off-gas control of aeration via in-process techniques. Most 
recently the availability of the correct instrumentation has been examined and this 
has exposed the potential weaknesses that we have as a business, certainly on the 
wastewater side 
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The state of the industry 
 
Within the water industry, in a similar fashion to other process based industries, the 
operation of the treatment plants rely on the instrumentation that is installed. This 
instrumentation is quite literally the eyes and the ears of operation. In the UK, where 
there are relatively few operators running treatment works, the instrumentations, 
process control & automation is vital in order for the operator to be able to effectively 
run the treatment works. This is especially the case on the wastewater side of the 
business where is no 24 hour manning and only the larger treatment sites have a 
permanent presence.   
 
A general simplified structure of process control & automation is shown on a 
company based structure and is shown in figure 1 
 

 
Figure 1:  A typical company based multiple treatment work control & automation system 

 
The PLCs are of course replicated on a plant by plant basis and the number will 
depend upon the complexity of the plant with each individual treatment works able to 
operate autonomously should it lose communication with the wider network. 
 
However the very thing that all of this infrastructure relies upon is the instrumentation 
measuring the actual operation of the treatment works or distribution system. If the 
instrumentation fails then the system cannot work. 
 
This is where the questions that were first posed to the group come in to this paper. 
As this paper has discussed so far the role of instrumentation in water and 
wastewater control is crucial to the process.  
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The first few questions to the group were with regard to instrumentation, control & 
automation and were designed to question the current state of the industry. These 
questions were: 
 

1. Does the group feel there is adequate instrumentation on the market to 
deliver process based control? If there are inadequacies, where are they? 

 

2. What are the most important elements in wastewater process control & 
automation? How can we use instrumentation to control wastewater treatment 
plants to delver compliance & energy efficiencies? 

 

3. Can automation & control get to the point where operators are no longer 
needed and everything can be done from a control room? 

 

4. What do we use our instrumentation, control & automation for? 

 

5. Levels of control & automation 

(a)  Is there such a thing as too much control & automation?  

(b)  What control & automation do we need and to what level? 

 
The answer to the first two questions is relatively easy in so far that there isn’t 
adequate instrumentation available in the industry at the current time. This will be 
expanded upon further on in this paper but if the industry is split into potable v 
wastewater and treatment v networks the conclusions are: 
 

• Potable water treatment works have enough instrumentation due to the 
criticality of what they are producing 

• Potable water networks are developed in pressure and flow but measurement 
of the quality of the water in the networks is not well developed 

• Wastewater networks have little or no monitoring other than that to determine 
the quantity of sewage within the network and whether or not it has 
overflowed through a CSO 

• Wastewater treatment works monitoring is severely lacking with monitors that 
do not work reliably on anything before the secondary treatment stage and 
final effluent monitoring relies on the measurement of surrogate parameters. 

 
To answer the third question there is a case that if the industry improved 
instrumentation, automation & control to an  extent is there a case to replace the 
operator, again the simple is answer is no, and if this is the answer then what do we 
use our control & automation for? On the operational level there does seem to be a 
difference as to what should be done. Practically in the industry we use our 
instrumentation for very little apart from trending and data capture for reporting 
(regulatory reporting of flows) and for manual interrogation of the data should 
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something go wrong so that after the situation has passed then the situation can be 
resolved.  
 
In terms of control & automation then this is used to manage the flows at both the 
treatment works and in the distribution system, to prevent overflows (in the 
wastewater side) and to manage the water stocks and pressure (potable water side). 
So what would the ultimate aim be for instrumentation, control & automation? This 
comes down to the level of instrumentation, control & automation that the business 
wants and/or needs. The question asked of the group focused on the specific 
treatment processes themselves. I had use the example of a project where an 
aeration lane with multiple sensors was being used to develop an advanced 
ammonia control system to ensure energy savings by discharging ammonia just 
within the serviceability level, this again relies on the ability of the instrument rather 
than anything else.  
 
The level of instrumentation, control & analysis does depend upon what you want 
your system to do, maintain compliance with drinking water quality/ compliance with 
discharge permits or deliver efficiencies in the way that you operate in terms of 
employee hours and energy consumption. Clearly in most cases its everything. 
 
At this point a three layer instrumentation, control & automation system was 
proposed 
 

Layer 1  Physical sensors, hardwired interlocks and emergency controls 

Layer 2 Basic process controls to deliver compliance and stable 
operation 

Layer 3 Optimisation of the process to deliver process performance 
and energy efficiencies 

 

The layer works as on the company wide network drawing that shown in figure 1 the 
first two layers are present insofar as each system and the individual components 
within that system has to be able to work autonomously if there is a power failure or 
loss of communication within that system. To take that a step further and be able to 
implement layer 3 is a step change in the way things are done. In the potable 
treatment side this exists but not in any other aspect of the business. Why? Simply 
because it needs the data that is collected to be converted to information, the 
industry as a whole is very data rich but information poor because the data that we 
manage isn’t managed in a way that it is useful for the operation and optimisation of 
our treatment systems. This means that the data that we have, in general, is lost in 
the noise. 
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The future? 
 
So understanding the state of the industry insofar as the inefficiencies of the 
instrumentation and the way that the data that is produced by the instrumentation 
then what is the future and how can the industry improve the way that it works? 
 
This question was asked and answered by the next series of questions posed to the 
group 
 

1. As tools for control we have SCADA,RTS, historian and other forms of 
control and data collection. What is the most appropriate and what level of 
control do we need? 

2. How can we control the number of alarms raised by automation to 
manageable levels? 

3. What is the future on how we design, build and operate the industries 
treatment works? 

4. Standards within control & automation? 

 

The first two questions are simple to answer, but very difficult to actually implement. 
As already stated the industry is data rich and information poor, it simply cannot 
handle the amount of information that it collects. This comes back to the principle of 
the three tiered system mentioned earlier. Identification of what the data is used for. 

 

Tier 1 Regulatory and compliance data – Data that is simply collected for 
compliance with regulation, this will include flow monitoring, quality 
monitoring. Data that does not require conversion to information or is 
not used to control the system 

Tier 2 Data that is used for basic process control of the treatment works. For 
example DO figures that are used to control valves, belmouths and 
any other plant condition. This could also include condition monitoring 

Tier 3 Optimisation information, i.e. taking data from Tier 1 or Tier 2 to make 
the operation of the system more efficient. For example calculating 
treatment/production costs for producing a potable water or treating a 
wastewater. 

As per the previous tiered system the first two tiers are relatively easy to perform, the 
third tier requiring a step change in the way things are operated. 

The solution to enable us to deliver this step change has to be some method of data 
management system that can detect where something goes wrong or is unusual. 
With enough skill this can be delivered on an individual treatment works level as was 
proved by one of our members 
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This worked beautifully on the plant level mainly due to the intelligence of the person 
involved and worked because of his operational excellence but how do you take this 
and apply it to the whole network of treatment plants and distribution systems. The 
amount of data that you receive requires a decent model of the system and a data 
management system bringing all of the data together and converting it into 
information for different levels of people within the industry be this the operator on the 
ground, the person in the control room, the designer when they come to adapt the 
system or the company who want measure the effectiveness and cost of treatment. 

 

This ultimately requires a system that can be implemented with a multiple node 
approach be a node be a distribution management area, pumping station, CSO or 
treatment works. Identifying the typical operational parameters and highlighting 
changes from normal operation. This approach addresses the questions of alarms, 
compliance, whether drinking water or wastewater and energy efficiency but also 
relies on the fact that the “eyes and ears” of the industry can do the job! 

So how is this delivered, there are so many ways of doing things in the industry and 
as in any process based industry there is no right or wrong answer. The question of 
standards can up. Does the control & automation specialists need to work to a unified 
standard as is typical in the mechanical, electrical and civil engineering disciplines? 

Case Study 1: Control through data use 

By way of example, consider the problem of pumping raw sludge with piston 
pumps, which are subject to low or no flow when the check ball isn't seating 
properly.  

When I started in 1985, we opened and cleaned the check balls every shift 
because we had no way of knowing whether the pump was moving the sludge it 
should be. When we got a SCADA system in 1994, the operator could look at the 
magmeter and make a judgement call whether it was operating at the expected 
flow rate. However, when we went to a single-shift schedule, that meant pumping 
was restricted to first shift. I programmed a routine into the pump control that 
calculated the expected flow rate based on pump speed, which is a parameter our 
SCADA can see. If the pump delivered less than 75% of the expected flow, it 
would set an alarm and an operator would have to go in and clean the check balls. 
When I discovered that most of the time the operators were able to effect the 
repair doing nothing more than running the pump at high speed several times, I 
programmed that into the pump control routine as well. In the event SCADA sees 
less than 75% delivery, it stops the pump for several seconds, runs it at high 
speed for 45 seconds, and repeats 2 more times. Then it tries pumping again. If it 
still sees less than 75%, it will finally set an alarm to call in an operator. So now 
the SCADA has sufficient inputs to detect a problem, the "intelligence" to 
determine a problem has occurred, and sufficient outputs to effect a repair and the 
"intelligence" to determine if the repair was successful.  

The "intelligence" was programmed into the system by me, based on the available 
inputs. I may also have been able to use amp draw if that was an input, or even 
pressure at the expansion chambers, though that would be an odd thing to have 
an instrument on. So in this instance, I have moved the intelligence as well as the 
inputs and outputs almost entirely from humans to a SCADA system. 

Posted by Bruce Adams 
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Is there a drive for this to happen or is any national/international standard going to be 
too watered down to have any real benefit or is this a case of having standards on a 
company level? However, although not a popular subject it seems that there could 
well be a potential for national and international standards in the way that things are 
done. After all, in general, water is distributed and treated and collected and treated 
using similar principles on a worldwide basis. Although not exactly the same there 
are still benefits to having national/international standards on process control & 
automation 

 

Let’s talk about some specifics 
 
At this point in the groups development there were enough people within the group to 
consider separating the two disciplines of potable and wastewater and so this is what 
was done. Although you will see some similar themes developing that had already 
developed in answers to earlier questions posed to the group 

Potable water questions of the week 

Two questions have been posed to the group specifically about potable water. These 
followed on from each other and the discussions developed. The two questions were: 

 

1. Can we use instrumentation, control & automation to protect against 
deliberate or accidental contamination of our water supplies? 

2. How do we best control our water distribution networks? 

When I asked the first question, foremost in my mind was the Camelford incident in 
the United Kingdom where aluminium poisoned the water supply 

 

A temporary driver for South West Water dumped 20 tons of aluminium sulphate into the 
wrong tank at the Lowermoor water treatment plant. The plant was an unmanned 
installation and the driver was unfamiliar with the plant layout and delivery procedures. 
Aluminium sulphate, used to remove solid particles from cloudy water, went in highly 
concentrated quantities directly into the mains water supply to 20,000 homes. The acidity 
of the water caused by the aluminium sulphate stripped a cocktail of chemicals from the 
pipe networks as well as lead and copper piping in people’s homes. 

Residents complained to South West Water about the taste and effects of skin irritation. 
Some residents' hair turned blue. The public were assured by a spokesman for the water 
authority that the water, whilst tasting slightly acidic, was safe to drink. It took 2 days 
before the cause of the problem was identified. 

Over the following months, hundreds of the town's residents complained of a range of 
symptoms including skin rashes, joint pain, sore throats, short term memory problems and 
general exhaustion. The complaints were investigated by the government appointed 
Lowermoor Incident Health Advisory Group which reported upon the health effects of the 
incident in 2 reports delivered in 1989 and 1991. The Advisory Group concluded that there 
was no convincing evidence that harmful accumulation of aluminium had occurred and 
that there was a greater prevalence of ill health due to the toxic effects of the 
contaminated water. 

Source: Camelford Incident 
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Current procedures in the water industry such as water safety planning and 
instrumentation would nowadays prevent this from happening, and the group 
concluded that the current state of instrumentation, automation & control would make 
this highly unlikely at a potable water treatment works. The discussion then 
developed to the network distribution system and again the major conclusions of the 
group so far where strongly repeated in the water distribution network whether it be 
for detection of changes in quality or the management of the distribution system as a 
whole. Instruments were identified but of course one instrument cannot cover every 
single compound. The incident in Camelford was aluminium and if we wanted to 
detect this today it is relatively simple but if you think about all of the different 
compounds that could be potentially be present, even naturally then you can’t cover 
absolutely everything. 

This is based on the premise that the water distribution system is a simple, one 
directional system that efficiently delivers water to our homes and isn’t the complex 
series of reservoirs, pumping stations, lift towers etc, etc. 

Is it possible to detect changes in quality and manage the industries distribution 
systems effectively, yes, are we as an industry there yet, no, do we know where we 
are going? Maybe. Can we with the right tools get there? Most definitely!  
combination of correct modelling of the parameters that we want, with the right 
technology and of course as we mentioned earlier a data management/ event 
detection system so that data can be converted into information is essential. 

 

Wastewater questions of the week 

On the wastewater side of things the main discussion points were in process and ex-
process instrumentation with two questions 

 

1. Is there a demand for a 4 hour BOD test and if available would this allow 
us a greater element of process control 

2. Why has the water industry not got the online tools (in process) and 
instrumentation that it needs considering the purchasing power that the 
industry holds both globally and nationally 

 

The second subject area concentrated specifically on the activated sludge process 
and asked the group: 

“What are people’s opinions on the control & automation of our activated sludge 
plants?” 

The question in regard to the 4 hour BOD test came in with the initial debate of BOD 
–v- COD, a fascinating definition of why the BOD test is 5 days (see text box below), 
a mention of respirometry and off gas control of the aeration system of activated 
sludge plants. A separate paper on the off-gas method of aeration control is available 
in the group BoxNet file. The four hour BOD test is undergoing testing in the USA at 
the moment for acceptability as a standard method and there ongoing investigations 
on how to bring it to the UK market. 
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The 4 hour BOD test itself relies on boiling the sample with a mild acid and then 
incubation with a bacteria that creates bioluminescence which is proportional to the 
BOD in the original sample. The fact that this is an offline method brings it limited 
benefits in the direct control of wastewater treatment works but is leap forward in 
terms of manual process control and takes a similar ball park time as a COD test (if 
cool down of the COD vials are included etc.). The benefits include commissioning of 
treatment works, rapid incident response & investigation and calibration of quality 
models among other uses. 

There are however alternatives and the potential of the modern respirometer came to 
light with increased reliability and efficiencies when compared to the original models 
that were available for use within the industry. These good examples of 
instrumentation for the control & automation of treatment works is in stark contrast to 
the absence of instrumentation in other areas, especially on the outfalls of treatment 
works where instruments are in place to protect compliance.  

This was mirrored in the wastewater specific question around activates sludge plants, 
a quote from Tom Jenkins 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Why is the BOD test over 5 days 
A bit of history might be useful here as to why we actually use a test that takes 5 days! 
There is an apocryphal story that it derives from the time it takes for the longest river in 
the UK to go from source to sea. Although the temperature of the BOD test (68oF 
converted to 18.3oC and rounded up to 20oC) is indeed derived from the warmest 
summer temperatures of UK rivers, the 5 day figure relates to the reaction kinetics of 
the test. The Royal Commission on Sewage Disposal in its 8th Report published in 1912 
had spend a lot of effort looking at oxygen uptake of sewage and found that different 
wastewaters that had a similar organic content, showed very different oxygen uptake 
rates over the first few hours and days. However after about 5 days, oxygen uptake 
rates had all reached a plateau at similar values and so could be used for comparative 
purposes (and more importantly for consenting purposes), hence they selected the 
figure of 5 days. During wastewater treatment, the amount of BOD removed during 
treatment is actually the 28 day BOD (or ultimate BOD) and for plant control we want to 
know, i) how much oxygen is needed to remove this and; ii) what rate should this 
oxygen be supplied at various points down the aeration basin. As with all control 
systems we want to know this at a total cost that is much less than the potential aeration 
savings. The COD test gives a good approximation of the total oxygen needed (after 
suitable calibration against the BOD test) and it is quick and simple; a DO electrode in 
the basin is probably the simplest measure of the aeration rate needed and also a rapid 
indication of toxic shocks. 
Posted by Nigel Horan 

Control in the US is underutilized and not effective. Part of the problem 
is the hostile environment and lack of reliable sensors for many 
process variables. More of the problem is the failure of control 
designers and process designers to understand each other's needs, 
and the failure of both to understand the operator's needs. In my 
experience most automatic controls are switched to "manual" and left 
there. 
 
Posted by Tom Jenkins 
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Discussion 
 
In re-reading all of the discussions that the Water Industry Process Automation & 
Control discussion group have had over the past three months, including all of the 
specific questions that have not been mentioned in this paper an over-riding theme 
has come to light. 
 
As an industry the only area that we have been successful,  at least on treatment 
works level in implementing a process control & automation strategy is on potable 
water treatment works. This is completely understandable considering the product 
that is produced is vital to the lives of everyone and considering the consequences of 
something going wrong. 
 
In all other parts of the industry there are things holding us back, its is plainly obvious 
that the prime reason is due to the lack of adequate instrumentation, secondly the 
industries inability to handle all the data and interpret it in such a way that the data 
becomes relevant information filtered to the right people. 
 
The question to all of this is why? 
 
For instrumentation,  
 

(a) Is it a case of technology, i.e. we do not have the right technology 
available to the world at the moment to give the industry the instruments 
that it needs.  

(b) Is it a case of money, there is not enough of a market available to justify 
the research to develop the right instrumentation. There are 8-10,000 
wastewater treatment works in the UK alone, in Europe many more and in 
the US even more so. Is there a market, most assuredly, yes 

(c) Is it a case of the water industry has not told the instrument manufacturers 
what they need 

 
In order for the water industry to move forward in the field of process automation & 
control this is an area that needs addressing. Instruments that can measure pre-
secondary treatment processes and in outfalls with similar accuracies measuring 
actual parameters rather than surrogates are essential and communication between 
the water companies and instrument manufacturers is the only way this issue will be 
solved. 
 
For data management the issue is simple, it takes a lot of hard work and a clever 
piece of software engineering and I think a lot of pushing from people similar to those 
who participate in WIPAC but I personally think that we are on the way there. 
 
How are these sort of things going to be delivered though, how are they going to 
become a reality, does it take someone with the vision and the determination and of 
course the influence to gather people together and say, lets change things and this is 
how we are going to do it. Dare I say, is anyone interested in developing 
national/global standards for Process Automation & Control in the Water Industry? 
 


